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COMPARISON 

In the dynamic landscape of network management, visual mapping tools have ascended as 

essential devices for network administrators. This article delves into a comparative analysis of 

two such popular tools, UVexplorer and jNetMap, aiming to discern their strengths, 

weaknesses, and suitability for diverse network environments. 

 

UVexplorer, developed by UV Networks, is a powerful and comprehensive network mapping 

tool that offers automatic network discovery and visualization. It shines with its simplicity and 

intuitiveness while encapsulating a wealth of functionalities. UVexplorer's design focuses on 

creating an accurate, real-time, and interactive map of your network infrastructure, allowing 

administrators to discern immediately the topology, connections, and status of various network 

elements. 

 

UVexplorer brings an impressive list of features to the table. Its rapid auto-discovery 

capabilities can map a network within minutes, eliminating the time-consuming manual input 

required with some other tools. Additionally, UVexplorer supports exportation of network maps 

to popular formats like Visio, PNG, LucidChart, PRTG (Paessler) and PDF, offering flexibility in 

report generation. 

However, despite these features, UVexplorer might not be suitable for all users. Its richness of 

functionalities necessitates a steeper learning curve and may be overwhelming for novice 

users or small-scale networks. Furthermore, UVexplorer is a commercial product, meaning it 

might not be the first choice for organizations with tighter budgets. 

 

Contrastingly, jNetMap, a free, open-source tool, offers a simple and user-friendly interface. 

While it doesn't match the extensive feature-set of UVexplorer, it provides a solid foundation 

for network mapping and monitoring. jNetMap’s core functionality centers around automatic 
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network discovery and device status monitoring, presented in a minimalist, easy-to-understand 

graphical interface.  

 

jNetMap supports custom network diagrams, allowing for manual input and rearrangement of 

devices, which can be beneficial in specific cases. Its simplicity and straightforward design 

make it an excellent choice for those who need basic network mapping functionality without the 

complexities of more advanced features. As an open-source tool, jNetMap invites the potential 

for community improvements and custom modifications, a major advantage for those with 

coding capabilities. 

 

However, it is important to note that jNetMap’s simplicity is a double-edged sword. While it is 

user-friendly, it lacks the depth of functionality offered by more sophisticated tools like 

UVexplorer. There are no multi-level topology maps, predictive failure analysis, or integrated 

device properties and configurations. Furthermore, as it is a Java-based application, jNetMap 

requires the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) to run, which could be seen as a potential 

limitation. 

 

In conclusion, both UVexplorer and jNetMap offer valuable tools for network mapping and 

monitoring. The choice between the two largely depends on the user's specific needs, 

experience, and budget. UVexplorer, with its extensive feature set and predictive capabilities, 

is undoubtedly the stronger tool for complex, large-scale network environments, despite its 

steeper learning curve and costs.  

 

On the other hand, jNetMap, with its simplicity and user-friendliness, offers an excellent 

starting point for novice users or small-scale networks. It's also a good choice for those 

preferring open-source solutions or operating under budget constraints. 

 

Based on the comparison and bearing in mind the above points, I would recommend 

UVexplorer for large, complex organizations that require detailed, real-time insights into their 

network and can accommodate the cost. However, for small to medium-sized businesses or 

beginners in network management, jNetMap may be a more suitable, cost-effective solution. 

Ultimately, the right tool is one that matches your needs and capabilities best. 
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